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Executive summary
Companies running SQL Server 2008 and SQL Server 2008 R2 faced a critical milestone in July 2019, when
Microsoft’s End of Support (EOS)1 came into effect for those databases. With EOS, Microsoft has stopped
releasing security updates for these on-premises SQL Server releases. As a result, such databases will face
great risk of being hacked and will no longer conform to many regulatory requirements.
A cost-effective solution is needed for migrating and consolidating those SQL Server 20082 workloads that
need to remain on-premises for regulatory reasons or due to customer preference.
This white paper demonstrates that SQL Server 2008 workloads can cost effectively be migrated to a modern
hardware and software solution using modern servers and Kingston Technology DC500M Enterprise SolidState Drives (SSD) with Microsoft SQL 2017 Windows Server 2019 Datacenter Edition.
DB Best Technologies recently partnered with Kingston Technology to demonstrate that SQL Server 2017
with 8 virtual cores (vCores) and Kingston Technology DC500 Enterprise Solid-State Drives (SSD) runs faster
than SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores using hard drives (HDD). When we work with customers looking to
upgrade their SQL Server 2008 servers to newer versions of SQL Server, we typically find that these systems
use HDD drives for data, log and tempdb.

1

“SQL Server 2008 and SQL Server 2008 R2 End of Support”, <https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/sql-server/sql-server-2008>
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For brevity, “SQL Server 2008” refers to both the SQL Server 2008 and SQL Server 2008 R2 releases.
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The chart below shows the results of running the HammerDB TPC-C benchmark using 2000 warehouses with
SQL Server 2017 running on 4 vCores and Kingston Data Centre DC500M SATA 6GBps 960 GB drives, which
outperforms SQL Server 2008 R2 on 16 vCores and Dell 400-ATJL 10,000 RPM SAS 12 GBps 1.2 TB HDDs.

Based on prior benchmarking performed with other hardware manufacturers and cloud vendors, we had a
good idea that moving from older versions of SQL Server to SQL Server 2017 using SSD for data log and
tempdb could use fewer vCores.
As you upgrade your SQL Server 2008 R2 servers to SQL Server 2017, this means that you can cut your SQL
Server licensing costs by 75% with better performance!
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The SQL Server 2008 R2 server was configured as a server that would typically be running on older software
and hardware. Specifically, we used Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter 64-bit for the operating system and
a total of 8 Dell 10K SAS (Dell part number ST1200MM0099) drives that were configured as two physical
volumes as RAID 10 for separate data and log files.
The SQL Server 2017 server was configured as a modern server. Specifically, we used Windows Server 2019
Datacenter 64-bit for the operating system and a total of 8 Kingston Technology SEDC500M960G drives that
were configured as two logical volumes as RAID 10 for separate data and log files.
Both servers were configured with Windows Hyper-V. The SQL Server 2008 R2 system had 16 vCores and
128 GB of RAM for the virtual machine. The SQL Server 2017 system was tested with 8 vCores and 4 vCores
with 128GB of RAM for the virtual machine.
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The problem: SQL Server 2008 end of
support
SQL Server 2008 is one of the most deployed SQL Server database releases, which makes Microsoft’s End of
Support (EOS) for SQL Server 2008 in July 2019 a critical milestone for many customers.
For database workloads that will remain on-premises due to regulatory requirements or customer preference,
a cost-effective solution is needed that includes migration to supported releases of SQL Server and Windows
Server3. Microsoft has changed to a per-core licensing model for both SQL Server and Windows Server,
making licensing decisions more complicated, and poor licensing decisions
more expensive.
Most customers will finally retire the 2008-era hardware on which the SQL Server 2008 currently runs on and
must decide what new hardware to run their migrated workloads on. There are many choices: physical
servers, servers to host virtualised workloads, private clouds; hyperconverged
or disaggregated architectures; traditional SAN or DAS storage, or new software-defined
storage solutions.
Changes to Microsoft’s software licensing model in recent years have made licensing choices more complex,
and increased the cost of software licences to the point that software cost can dominate
the total cost of a system. With that comes the increased risk of making an expensive mistake if you
make a poor licensing decision. Well-informed choices can minimise software licence cost, as
we will demonstrate.
This white paper demonstrates how using Kingston Technology’s Data Centre DC500 Enterprise
Solid-State Drives (SSDs) can reduce your overall capital and licence costs by 39%.
This white paper and benchmarking project document will quantify the benefits of harnessing recent
advancements in hardware system architecture and software to achieve a cost-effective solution to the
challenges facing customers who must deal with the SQL Server 2008 End of Support.

3

End of Support for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 is also coming in January 2020. See “Window Server 2008 and 2008 R2 End of
Support”, <https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/cloud-platform/windows-server-2008>
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The solution: Replace HDD drives with
Kingston Technology Data Centre DC500
Enterprise solid-state drives (SSDs) and
upgrade to SQL Server 2017
Delivering on business demands for 24/7 uptime and reliability, Kingston Enterprise SSDs offer highperforming storage that combines predictable performance with rigorously tested reliability. Kingston’s
DC500 Series SSDs offer features that enable data centres to select the most cost-effective SSD for their
workload(s). Businesses require results in order to deliver on products, solutions and service level
agreements (SLAs). Kingston’s DC500 Series SSDs are designed to deliver on these expectations.
Microsoft SQL Server 2017
SQL Server 2017 delivers the reliability, security and simplified management that your mission-critical
workloads need, all on a data platform with leading in-memory performance for online transaction
processing (OLTP) databases.
Since SQL Server 2008 R2, the SQL Server team has delivered over 100 significant new features with the 2017
release.

Figure 1 - New features added to SQL Server since SQL Server 2008 R2

Key OLTP processing features available in SQL Server 2017 include:




Performance: SQL Server’s integrated in-memory toolset goes far beyond isolated features and provides
support for improving performance dramatically in a wide range of scenarios.
Security and compliance: As SQL Server progresses, new capabilities have been added to protect data
both at rest and in motion, with new features including Always Encrypted and Row-Level Security.
Availability: Known for rock-solid, reliable performance, SQL Server is adding significant new
enhancements to AlwaysOn including better load balancing and new features for flexible and efficient
backups.
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Scalability: New advancements in compute, storage and networking will provide a direct impact on
mission-critical SQL Server workloads.
Cloud services: New tools in SQL Server and Microsoft Azure make it even easier to scale to the cloud; to
build patching, backup and disaster recovery solutions; and to access resources wherever they are – onpremises, private cloud or public cloud.

This testing is focused on using default disk-based tables instead of taking advantage of in-memory OLTP
capabilities because our goal was to show how the use of Kingston Technology’s DC500M drives with SQL
Server 2017 can consolidate SQL Server 2008 workloads by running on modern hardware without making any
changes to the database other than a simple upgrade.
Windows Server 2019 Datacenter
Windows Server 2019 is a cloud-ready operating system that delivers new layers of security and Microsoft
Azure-inspired innovation for the applications and infrastructure that power your business. From a storage
perspective, Windows Server 2019 includes new features and enhancements for software-defined storage, as
well as for traditional file servers.
Kingston Data Centre DC500 series of SSD
Kingston’s Data Centre DC500 (DC500R / DC500M) series of solid-state drives are high-performance 6Gbps
SATA SSDs that use the latest 3D TLC NAND, designed for read-centric and mixed-use server workloads. They
implement Kingston’s strict QoS requirements to ensure predictable random I/O performance as well as
predictable low latencies over a wide range of read and write workloads. They can increase productivity for
AI, machine learning, big data analytics, cloud computing, software-defined storage, operational databases
(ODB), database applications and data warehousing. Capacities range from 480GB, 960GB, 1.92TB, 3.84TB.

Figure 2 - Kingston Data Centre DC500M - solid state drive - 960 GB - SATA 6Gb/s
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Hardware
For the purposes of this test, we used two Dell PowerEdge R740XD servers. One was used to benchmark SQL
Server 2008 R2 running on Windows Server 2008 R2 using Dell 10,000 RPM SAS 1.2 TB hard drives. This
would be typical of a server still running SQL Server 2008 R2. The second server was used to benchmark SQL
Server 2017 running on Windows Server 2019 using DC500M 960GB solid-state drives.
Each server used two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.2G, 10C/20T, 9.6GT/s, 14M Cache, Turbo, HT (85W) DDR4-2400
processor for a total of 40 virtual cores (vCores).

Figure 3 - PowerEdge R740xd rack server

Each server had 24 modules of Kingston’s Server Premier KTD-PE426/32G memory for a total of 768GB of
RAM.

Figure 4 - Kingston’s Server Premier - DDR4 - 32 GB - DIMM 288-pin – registered memory module

For the SQL Server 2008 R2 server, we used 8 Dell - hard drive - 1.2 TB - SAS 12Gb/s drives.
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Figure 5 - Dell - hard drive - 1.2 TB - SAS 12Gb/s

Four of the drives were configured using the PERC H740P RAID controller with 8GB NV cache using RAID 10
with a 64K stripe and a 64k allocation size as the logical volume used for SQL Server data files. The other four
drives were also configured with RAID 10 with a 64k stripe and an 8k allocation size as the logical volume
used for SQL Server log files. We used the RAID controller’s Read Ahead, Write Through cache.

Software
Each bare-metal server ran with Windows Server 2019 Datacenter (10.0, Build 17763) with the Hyper-V role.
We considered using Windows Storage Spaces for the attached storage. However, since Storage Spaces was
not available with Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter, we chose to configure the disks using the RAID
controller.
Each server was configured with two virtual machines, each with 16 vCores and 128GB of RAM. We used one
image as a test driver VM for the execution of the HammerDB program that sends transactions to the test
server.
The SQL Server 2017 workloads ran in a Hyper-V virtual machine, with Windows Server 2019 as the guest OS,
running SQL Server 2017 Developer Edition, with 16 vCores to start. The SQL Server 2008 R2 workloads ran in
Hyper-V virtual machines, with Windows Server 2008 R2 as the guest OS, running SQL Server 2008 R2
Developer Edition and 16 vCores.
The disk layout included the following:
Drive
C:

Size GB
129

Purpose
OS

D:
L:

282
400

Data
Log

Notes
SQL Server was installed in each
VM using sysprep
Format at 64k
Format at 8k

Total size for SQL Server files used (GB)

TPCC Data (193), TempDB Data (16)
TPCC Log (20), TempDB Log (0.5)

Figure 6 - Disk layout for SQL Server VMs running TPC-C with 2,000 warehouses for 157 GB database.
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Load generation and HammerDB setup
The HammerDB tool was used to generate a TPC-C-like transactional workload for 2000 warehouses.
HammerDB is commonly used for database benchmarking, and it is somewhat of an industry standard
controlled by the community. TPC-C is the benchmark standard published by the Transaction Process
Performance Council (TPC) for OLTP workloads. Conforming with the TPC-C specification ensures the
reliability and consistency of the testing.
For the test run, we used a 157GB database that represents the medium size OLTP database based on data
collected from DB Best customers. The following shows the sizes for each of the tables as reported by the
Disk Usage by Top Tables report for SQL Server Management Studio.

Figure 7 - Size of each table for a TPCC 2,000 warehouse database

We chose to run 10 groups of virtual users using a Fibonacci series of 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55 and 89.
SQL Server setup
SQL Server 2017 Standard Edition in the virtual machines was configured as shown in the table below.
Parameter name
cost threshold for parallelism
cursor threshold
default trace enabled
max degree of parallelism
max server memory (MB)
network packet size (B)
query wait (s)

Minimum

Maximum

(1)
128
512
(1)

32,767
2,147,483,647
1
32,767
2,147,483,647
32,767
2,147,483,647

Config
value
50
(1)
1
1
104,857
4,096
(1)

Run value
50
(1)
1
1
104,857
4,096
(1)

Figure 8 - SQL Server configuration optimised for OLTP workloads

The test results were written to the HammerDB driver VM and then loaded into Power BI to analyse the
results.
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Benchmarking testing scenarios
Benchmark rationale
The TPC-C benchmark has been around since 1992 with its formal definition available at tpc.org4. It provides
a real test of SQL Server and server hardware for better understanding of the potential performance of
different server configurations. DB Best uses this benchmark to baseline different sized VMs that are running
on-premises or on different clouds to help customers better plan their deployments to new environments.
HammerDB is a free open source benchmarking application that supports SQL Server, Oracle Database, IBM
DB2, MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, Redis and Amazon Redshift. It supports running of the TPC-C benchmark
for OLTP and the TPC-H benchmark for data warehouse analytics workloads. Source code for HammerDB is
available on GitHub that is hosted by the TPC so that database vendors can add their own versions of the
benchmark.
HammerDB5 can be scripted to generate databases and test data, and run the benchmarks. For this
benchmark, we used the autopilot feature to run the benchmark with 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55 and 89 users
at a time. We like the Fibonacci sequence as it allows you to get a good feel of how the system reacts with
more users.
The autopilot feature provides a way to define a ramp-up time to allow all users to start processing
transactions and to heat up the database into the database server’s memory. In general, it takes 1 minute to
start up to 100 users. We used a ramp-up time of 3 minutes to allow enough time before the testing cycle
begins.
For the test cycle, we used a 5-minute duration. During this time, the benchmark generates new orders as
you would expect a typical order entry program to process transactions over the timed period. HammerDB
records the actual number of transactions used to process the new orders and a value for New Orders Per
Minute (NOPM) as a representation of the actual work that the database needs to accomplish.
At the end of the run, HammerDB creates log files with the transaction information for each user run. In
addition, we captured basic performance counters and other system information to help correlate the results
with the performance of the CPU, disk, network and memory.

4

The list of all TPC specifications is located at
http://www.tpc.org/tpc_documents_current_versions/current_specifications.asp
5
HammerDB web site - http://www.tpc.org/tpc_documents_current_versions/current_specifications.asp
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CPU performance
For CPU performance, we use a single-threaded performance test6 using SQL Server before we start the test.
In general, the Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPU with 2.2 GHz that we used for the test has a slower clock speed
than the Gold or Platinum processors7.
In our case, we obtained a value of around 14,000. Newer processors generally run this test with a value
around 7,000. However, we chose this CPU as one typically used today for running existing SQL Server 2008
R2 database solutions. (Is a value of 14000, better or worse than the 7000 value? Need clarity here for me,
not for paper.)
The TPC-C benchmark favours faster CPUs. So, using a modern CPU for SQL Server 2017 will also help reduce
the number of vCores required. However, disk drive performance is the largest influence on the results.
Disk performance
To understand disk performance on the Windows platform, we use an open-source program called Diskspd
that was initially developed by Microsoft8. For Linux platforms, we use FIO. When running Diskspd, we use
the guidance from SQL Server MVP Glen Berry on how to use Diskspd to match the I/O pattern used for SQL
Server transactions9. Here is what the command line looks like:
diskspd –b8K –d30 –o4 –t8 –h –r –w25 –L –Z1G –c20G T:\iotest.dat > DiskSpeedResults.txt

Here are some highlights of running Diskspd against the data file volumes used for SQL Server 2008 R2 on
HDD and SQL Server 2017 on with the DC500M both configured with four drives using RAID 10.

6

Source code for the single threaded performance test for SQL Server is available at
https://www.hammerdb.com/blog/uncategorized/hammerdb-best-practice-for-sql-server-performance-and-scalability/
7
A full list of Intel Xeon processors and their specifications is located at
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/125191/intel-xeon-scalable-processors.html
8
GitHub repository for Windows Diskspd at https://github.com/Microsoft/diskspd
9
“Using Microsoft DiskSpd to Test Your Storage Subsystem” at https://sqlperformance.com/2015/08/io-subsystem/diskspd-teststorage
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Here are the results for the HDD disk volume used for the SQL Server 2008 R2 data files.

Figure 9 - Data drive Diskspd results for HDD used for SQL Server 2008 R2

Compare that to the results of the data volume using Kingston Technology DC500M drives.

Figure 10 - Data drive Diskspd results for DC500M drives used for SQL Server 2017

We often see this mismatch of old drives with SQL Server as part of our database upgrade practice with our
customers.
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Performance metrics
During the actual test runs, we track performance using the Windows typeperf command for collecting OS
and SQL Server performance counters10.

Test results
For each of the test runs, we perform three runs and then average the performance to report the results.

Results: SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores on HDD

Figure 11 - SQL Server 2008 R2 results with 16 vCores on HDD

10

Documentation on Windows typeperf is available at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/windowscommands/typeperf
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Figure 12 - SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores - Average for 3 runs

Results: SQL Server 2017 on DC500M 16 vCores
For SQL Server 2017, we first tested the system using 16 vCores to get a feeling of how it would compare to
SQL Server 2008 R2 running with HDD. Here is the comparison between the two versions.

Figure 13 - Comparing SQL Server 2008 R2 on HDD vs SQL Server 2017 with DC500M drives with 16 vCores

The overall performance gain is dramatic. If users of the SQL Server 2008 R2 system were satisfied with their
current performance, SQL Server 2017 with DC500M drives would amaze them. For consolidation and
database upgrade projects, we look for ways to reduce costs for customers to get them to move to the latest
version of SQL Server. Using DC500M drives makes it possible to reduce the vCores needed to get similar
performance to their existing database solutions, due to the ability of the enterprise SSD to process more
transactions with lower latency.
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Results: SQL Server 2017 on DC500M 8 vCores
Our next iteration was to run the benchmark on a VM with only 8 vCores and the same 128GB of server
DRAM. Based on our prior experience, we could have reduced the memory to 32GB and still seen similar
results.

For this test run, we kept track of the percentage of CPU used during the benchmark versus idle process time.
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In chart below, the red line that starts with 94 for 1 user represents the percentage of system idle process.
The green line represents the percentage of CPU time being used by SQL Server.

Figure 14 - SQL Server 2017 running with 8 vCores showing CPU vs idle time as a percentage

With a small number of users, SQL Server needs very little CPU to process the transaction requests. The
system idle process at the lower end is mostly due to the efficiency of the Kingston DC500M drives.
Essentially, the server is literally doing nothing.
As the number of users increases, CPU utilisation goes up until we start to reach CPU as a bottleneck. On the
other hand, system idle processes are expected to go down as pure idle time decreases. However, another
system idle process starts to creep in. This is the wait time that SQL Server needs to write data from memory
into the transaction log file as the number of transactions starts to go up. This is actually a good thing.
This is essentially because the four RAID 10 drives can achieve up to 98,000 read/write IOPS with disk latency
at 1.3 ms at the 99th percentile.
With 89 users, the system is running at an optimal throughout with 8 vCores with CPU at 94% and wait time
of only 1%.
Contrast this with the following data from SQL Server 2018 R2 with 16 vCores and HDD.

Figure 15 - SQL Server 2008 R2 running with 16 vCores showing CPU vs idle time as a percentage
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CPU utilisation does not increase in the same way as with the SQL Server 2017 run because the other idle
process at work is the wait time it takes for SQL Server 2008 R2 to read data from slower drives into its buffer
pool cache. Since HammerDB is also issuing transactions at a high rate, SQL Server is also waiting on latches
and locks due to the additional wait time.
For the HDD drives, the IOPS reported by Diskspd was only around 1900. That’s more than 50 times slower
than the Kingston DC500M drives!
The following is a side-by-side comparison of SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores versus SQL Server 2017 with
only 8 vCores.

Figure 16 - Side-by-side comparison of SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores versus SQL Server 2017 with 8 vCores

While this shows great performance for SQL Server 2017, there is still room to cut the vCore count.

Results: SQL Server 2017 on DC500M 4vCores
To further understand how faster Kingston DC500M drives can reduce the cores needed for SQL Server, we
reduced the cores to 4 vCores with 128 GB of RAM. The following chart shows the comparison in TPM with
SQL Server 2008 R2 on HDD.
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Figure 17 - Side-by-side comparison of SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores vs SQL Server 2017 with 4 vCores

This chart shows that for all users runs, the average TPM for SQL Server 2008 R2 was 197,532 versus 243,714
for SQL Server 2017 with only 4 vCores. Essentially, SQL Server 2017 using 4 vCores with Kingston DC500M
drives is 1.2 time faster.
From a user perspective, the following chart shows the TPM/user for each of the user groups for SQL Server
2018 R2 with 16 vCores versus SQL Server 2017 with 4 vCores.

Figure 18 - Comparing TPM/user for SQL Server 2017 with 4 vCores and SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores

From a TPM/user perspective, one user in SQL Server 2008 R2 with 16 vCores on HDD was able to achieve
2,190 TPM. At 89 users, even though SQL Server 2008 R2 had 5,702 TPM/user, SQL Server 2017 with only
4 vCores and Kingston DC500M drives was able to sustain 3,868 TPM/user. From a user’s perspective,
SQL Server 2017 will still appear faster than SQL Server 2008 R2 by almost 1.8 times.
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Conclusions
Workload consolidation increases the efficiency of IT organisations as well as cloud and hosting providers by
harnessing the increasing power of modern host servers to support an increasing number of workloads.
Increasing the workload density – the number of workloads running on a host server – drives the economics
of consolidation, by reducing the number of host servers required to run a given number of workloads.
Kingston’s high-performance data centre storage and memory solutions consisting of SSDs (DC500M) and
server memory (Server Premier) enables a cost-per-performance that not only facilitates improved workload
efficiencies, but can also optimise a business’s profitability while reducing overall TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership).
By reducing the number of host servers needed, you reduce both hardware and software licence costs.
Software licence costs are critical to consider when evaluating potential savings, as shown in Appendix A – Bill
of Materials for Test System, which provides the retail cost of the host server configurations used during this
testing.
The software licence cost dominates the total system cost, primarily the cost of SQL Server Standard Edition
per-core licences, accounting for 113% of the total system cost for 16 vCores.

Figure 19 - Overall comparison of costs and how reducing vCores can dramatically lower your costs with DC500M drives

Greater workload consolidation using fewer cores means you will need fewer per-core licences – and you can
achieve significant savings.
The high CPU utilisation with near-zero I/O latency indicates the SSD storage performance is high enough to
keep the CPUs busy – even for the maximum user counts.
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Next steps
Contact Kingston Technology for details of how Data Centre DC500 (DC500R / DC500M) Enterprise SolidState Drives (SSDs) can optimise your business needs, improve your workload efficiencies and lower your TCO
when migrating your Microsoft SQL Server 2008 workloads to SQL Server 2017.
Visit https://www.kingston.com/en/ssd/dc500-data-center-solid-state-drive to learn more about Kingston
DC500 Enterprise SSDs. You can also use the Live Chat at
https://www.kingston.com/en/support/technical/emailcustomerservice.

Get an assessment of your environment by DB Best
We expect no customer’s host server configuration and workloads will be identical to our test environment,
and the differences will affect the impact of these solutions. While we believe the assumptions and choices
reflected in our test environment to be reasonable and representative, and the results we observed to reflect
rigorous testing, we encourage any customer evaluating the applicability of these solutions to arrange for an
assessment of their unique environment by contacting DB Best:
Reach us on the web at https://www.dbbest.com/company/contact-us/
Or contact Dmitry Balin, Dmitry@dbbest.com, or any of the paper’s authors.
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Appendix A – Bill of materials for test system
Server configurations
The following is a copy of the bill of materials for the Dell PowerEdge R740XD with two Intel Xeon Silver 4114
2.2G servers with a total of 20 physical cores / 40 virtual cores.

Figure 20 - Dell PowerEdge R740XD bill of materials

Since Kingston Technology is a leading provider of memory for client and enterprise systems, we decided to
use its KTD-PE426/32G memory module. The server used 24 modules that are currently listed on CDW11 for
$204.99 per module (as of XXX date). Total “retail” price for the server memory would be $4,919.76.

11

List price of the Kingston Technology KTD-PE426/32G was retrieved from https://www.cdw.com/product/kingstonddr4-32-gb-dimm-288-pin-registered/4862854?pfm=srh on 16 October 2019.
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For the SQL Server 2017 test system, Kingston Technology provided 8 SEDC500M 960 GB SATA 6Gb/s drives.
These drives are currently listed on CDW12 for $226.99, for a total cost of $1,815.92 (as of XXX date).
For the SQL Server 2008 R2 test system, here is the attached bill of materials for 8 Dell 400-ATJL drives.

Figure 21 - Bill of materials for 8 Dell 400-ATJL drives

The following table provides a summary of the hardware costs for the test systems.
Component
Dell PowerEdge R740XD Intel 4114 2400 MHz
KTD-PE426/32G
SEDC500M 960 GB SATA 6Gb/s
DELL 400-AJPI 1.2 TB SAS 1.2Gb/s

SQL Server 2017
$7,595.62
$4,919.76
$1,815.92
Total

$14,331.30

SQL Server 2008 R2
$7,595.62
$4,919.76
$1,560.00
$14,075.38

Figure 22 - Hardware server costs

12

List price for Kingston Technology SEDC500M/960G drives retrieved on 16 October 2019.
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Software platforms
The system tested used Windows Server 2019 Data Center Edition and SQL Server 2017 Developer Edition.
The licence costs shown below use SQL Server Standard Edition since it supports up to 24 cores and 128 GB
of memory that SQL Server can use for its operating memory.
About SQL Server licensing
The SQL Server 2008 workloads envisioned in this solution used SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition and will
continue to use the Standard Edition of SQL Server 2017.
When running several virtualised instances of SQL Server, there are several licensing strategies to consider13.





Each VM is licensed separately - each VM is licensed for Standard Edition, with a minimum of 4 core
licences per VM (even for VMs using fewer than 4 virtual cores).
Standard Edition “Open no level pricing (US$)” is $3,717 per 2 core pack14.
Typically, there is a 2-for-1 ratio of virtual cores (vCores) to physical cores with server hyper-threading
technology that is available on the Dell PowerEdge R740XD processor.
To license individual VMs using the Per Core model, customers must purchase a core licence for each vcore (or virtual processor, virtual CPU, virtual thread) allocated to the VM, subject to a four-core licence
minimum per VM. For licensing purposes, a v-core maps to a hardware thread.

13

Additional information can be found in the SQL Server 2017 licensing guide at
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/8/C/78CDF005-97C1-4129-926BCE4A6FE92CF5/SQL_Server_2017_Licensing_guide.pdf
14
Pricing of SQL Server 2017 retrieved on 16 October 2019 from https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sql-server/sqlserver-2017-pricing
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The following table shows the SQL Server licensing costs for VMs using the Per Core model with Standard
Edition.
SQL Server Standard
Edition 2-core pack
$3,717.00

vCores to license

Licence cost

4
8
16

$7,434.00
$14,868.00
$29,736.00

Figure 23 - Per Core licensing for VMs using Standard Edition

Clearly, reducing the number of vCores should be a priority when upgrading from SQL Server 2008 R2 to SQL
Server 2017.
About Windows Server licensing
This system uses Windows Server 2019 Datacenter Edition; which also grants unlimited Hyper-V VMs per
licensed server. Datacenter edition pricing is for 16 core licenses with a Pricing Open NL ERP (USD) of $6,155.
Since each physical server had 20 cores, the cost for Window Server 2019 Datacenter Edition would be
$12,31015.
Total system costs
The following table shows the total costs of the hardware and software for the systems tested.

Figure 24 - Total costs for running SQL Server 2008 R2 on HDD versus SQL Server 2017 with 4 and 8 vCores using Kingston DC500M drives

As you can see, by reducing the vCores from 16 to 8 needed to run SQL Server 2017 with Kingston Technology
DC500M drives, you can use the savings to purchase a new server. With the further reduction of $7,434 by
moving to 4 vCores, you can cover 60% of the Windows Server 2019 Datacenter edition licence costs.

15

Windows Server 2019 Datacenter pricing retrieved on 16 October 2019 at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudplatform/windows-server-pricing
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